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Abstract—This paper is concerned with flow control and
resource allocation problems in computer networks in which
real-time applications may have hard quality of service (QoS)
requirements. Recent optimal flow control approaches are unable
to deal with these problems since QoS utility functions generally
do not satisfy the strict concavity condition in real-time applica-
tions. For elastic traffic, we show that bandwidth allocations using
the existing optimal flow control strategy can be quite unfair. If
we consider different QoS requirements among network users, it
may be undesirable to allocate bandwidth simply according to the
traditional max-min fairness or proportional fairness. Instead, a
network should have the ability to allocate bandwidth resources to
various users, addressing their real utility requirements. For these
reasons, this paper proposes a new distributed flow control algo-
rithm for multiservice networks, where the application’s utility
is only assumed to be continuously increasing over the available
bandwidth. In this, we show that the algorithm converges, and
that at convergence, the utility achieved by each application is well
balanced in a proportionally (or max-min) fair manner.
Index Terms—Congestion control, quality of service, real-time
application, resource allocation, utility max-min fairness, utility
proportional fairness.
I. INTRODUCTION
WITH THE RAPID growth and development of computertechnologies, traditional telephone and television net-
works are gradually being merged into computer networks. It
is now desirable to transmit high quality real-time multimedia
information through one multiservice network, such as in the
world widely deployed Internet.
Using implicit congestion information, packet loss and trans-
mission delay, Internet Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is
able to provide most efficient services for the current elastic [1]
data applications like web browsing, file transference and elec-
tronic mail. But it is not sufficient to support real-time applica-
tions, such as teleconferencing, audio and video broadcasting,
etc. These applications are generally delay sensitive and have
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strict quality of service (QoS) requirements. Unlike conven-
tional data transmissions, in real-time applications, the lack of
bandwidth may severely affect QoS performance.
To provide efficient congestion control for the Internet and
in other communication networks, like explicit rate-based ATM
available bit rate (ABR) services, a new systematic method
called “Optimal Flow Control” (OFC) has been recently pro-
posed by Kelly [2]. In [2], the network flow control problem
is formulated, for the first time, as an optimization problem
and explicit rate flow control algorithm is derived by solving
the optimization problem via a link congestion pricing policy.
Following this pioneering work, an extensive study of network
flow control based on optimization method and game theory
has been carried out by network researchers, e.g., [3]–[13] for
single-path networks, [14], [15] for multiple-path networks and
[16], [17] for multirate multicast networks.
Even though many authors use different mathematical for-
mulations and a variety of optimization techniques, their ap-
proaches are essentially the same in the literature. In matters
of optimal flow control, the main idea is that for every net-
work user (source), there is an associated utility function which
may be used to a measurement of the application’s QoS per-
formance over the available bandwidth. The objective of OFC
is to maximize the aggregate utility (QoS performance) for all
users under the link capacity constraints across the network. An
optimal flow control algorithm is then derived by solving the
optimization problem distributively. It usually consists of a link
algorithm that measures the congestion link price in the network
and a source algorithm that adapts the transmission rate in re-
sponse to congestion feedback signals. At convergence, traffic
in the network is brought to an optimal operating point. Mean-
while, congestion, like buffer backlog at each link, is well main-
tained and controlled.
Optimal flow control not only provides an efficient conges-
tion control mechanism for the network, it also gives an easy
way to provide a fair bandwidth allocation among competing
users. By selecting a logarithmic function for utility, Kelly [2]
showed that the optimal flow control approach achieves (in equi-
librium) a proportional fairness in bandwidth allocation. Using
a standard optimal flow control formulation, an additional fair-
ness criterion called max-min fairness [18] has been investigated
by Mo and Walrand [6] and Marbach [19]. Mo and Walrand [6]
used a family of utility functions to approximate an arbitrarily
close max-min fair allocation, and Marbach [19] proved the ex-
istence of a (weight) max-min fair allocation in an optimal flow
controlled priority service network.
Optimal flow control approach has also been used to ana-
lyze current major TCP congestion control protocols, such as
1063-6692/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Reno [20], Vegas [21], RED [22], and REM [23]. Within the
OFC framework, we are able to see that various TCP protocols
are merely different algorithms to solve the same optimization
problem with different source utility functions [8], [24].
Despite great advances in optimal flow control theory and its
application, serious limitations still exist.
• At present, optimal flow control approach is only suitable
for elastic traffic, which has an increasing and strictly con-
cave utility function that ensures the feasibility of optimal
solutions and the convergence of flow control algorithms.
Optimal flow control is not capable of dealing with conges-
tion, or resource allocations in computer networks, when
real-time applications are engaged.
• Sometimes negative utility values do not give a clear under-
standing for practical engineering, although they are com-
monly used in logarithmic utility functions.
• In practical Internet engineering, the utility of an applica-
tion may not be given by an explicit function, except that a
numerical description may be available. Thus, the deriva-
tive of such a utility function, which is used by flow control
algorithms, cannot be measured accurately.
• There exists a serious conflict between the QoS balance
and the utility maximization. If users select utility func-
tions based on their real QoS requirements, then the op-
timal flow control approach will result in a totally unfair
resource allocation within the network. In particular, an ap-
plication with low bandwidth demand is likely to receive a
high bandwidth allocation, and vice versa.
Many of the above issues will be addressed in the following
section.
In this paper, we revisit the flow control problem as it ex-
ists in computer networks, and give special consideration to
real-time applications which are sensitive to transmission band-
width. Here the application’s utility function is assumed to be
strictly increasing, but may not be strictly concave. We propose
a new distributed flow control algorithm and its convergence is
proven. Moreover, at convergence, we show that the bandwidth
is allocated properly within the network and the utility achieved
by each source is in the proportional fairness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review the background of flow control problem and examine the
recently proposed optimal flow control approach. In Section III,
we formulate the application-oriented flow control problem
and propose a new resource allocation criterion which we call
“utility proportional fairness.” In Section IV, we develop a new
flow control algorithm in order to achieve utility proportional
fairness, as well as an alternative algorithm in order to obtain
utility max-min fairness. Finally, we present numerical results
to illustrate the performance of our algorithms in Section V and
draw conclusions in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we give a brief introduction to the problem of
dynamic resource allocation and congestion control in computer
networks. Then we review the recently proposed optimal flow
control approach and address in detail its limitations.
A. Network Flow Control Problem
Consider a network that consists of a set
of unidirectional links with a capacity , . The network
is shared by a set of sources. Each source
is characterized by five parameters .
The path is a subset of links that connect each source
to its destination, is the transmission rate satisfying
, where and are the minimum and
maximum transmission rates required by source , respectively.
is a continuously increasing and bounded
utility function which can be used as a QoS performance indi-
cator for source .
Let . For each link , define
, which is the set of sources that access link . Note
that, if and only if .
In order to formulate the network flow control problem, we
first define the notion of feasible (or attainable) bandwidth allo-
cation.
Definition 1: A bandwidth allocation
is feasible or attainable if and only if , and no
links in the network are congested, i.e.,
(1)
Throughout the paper, we assume that a minimum allocation
is attainable in the network.
The major task in network flow control is to guide traffic to a
feasible bandwidth allocation, in such a way that each source is
treated in a fair manner and guaranteed high utility performance.
When network bandwidth is abundant, there is no difficulty in
satisfying every source utility, i.e., if
is attainable within the network. If the bandwidth is not suffi-
cient (or even worse is scarce), then there arises a problem of
how to allocate the existing resource fairly among competing
sources that have different QoS requirements.
A simple example may be helpful in understanding this crit-
ical situation. Suppose there is a single link of bandwidth 3
shared by two sources. Source 1 attains a utility of with a
maximum bandwidth requirement of 2, source 2 attains a utility
of with a maximum bandwidth requirement of 4. A simple
way to allocate bandwidth is by a factor of 3/2 to each source,
with the aim of equally sharing and this is called max-min fair-
ness [25]. If we consider the different bandwidth requirements
these two sources might have, then it may be appropriate to allo-
cate and , so that they both attain a utility of 1/2.
However, this is not consistent with the standard optimal flow
control approach, which when applied, will result in and
with a maximum total utility of 5/4. In this situation, it
is obvious that source 1 is much favored by a utility of 1 and
source 2 is poorly treated with a utility of 1/4.
We will now show clearly why such unfairness can arise in
the utility maximization-based optimal flow control approach.
B. Optimal Flow Control Approach
In [2], [3], and [5], the optimal flow control theorists try to
find an “optimal” resource allocation so that the sum of all the
source utilities is maximized, i.e., to pursue maximum of social
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welfare in a network. This objective can be achieved by solving
the following primal optimization problem:
(2)
(3)
Under a more critical assumption of strict concavity on utility
functions, there always exists a unique optimal solution to the
maximization problem . The optimal solution can be ob-
tained by looking for a saddle-point in the following Lagrangian
form:
(4)
(5)
(6)
where the Lagrangian multipliers
are called link prices in the optimal flow control literature, and
is the path price for source , which is the sum
of the link prices along path .
An optimal flow control algorithm can be further extrapo-
lated by solving the unconstrained max-min problem in the La-
grangian form :
(7)
Different optimization techniques used to solve the max-min
problem above, may lead to different flow control algorithms.
As an example, we present the following basic iterative algo-
rithm using the dual method proposed by Low and Lapsley [5]:
(8)
(9)
where is a small step size, ,
, is the ag-
gregate source rate at link . is the inverse of and is
decreasing over the range , which attains
maximum at the Lagrangian form , when is fixed.
With the cooperation of source algorithm (8) and link algo-
rithm (9), it has been shown in [5] that, when the step size is
selected to be appropriately small, the algorithm converges at an
optimal point that maximizes the total utilities within the net-
work. This formulates a distributive framework in the optimal
flow control strategy.
C. Conflict Between Utility Maximization and Bandwidth
Fair Sharing
The optimal flow control approach is able to achieve the max-
imum aggregate utility in the system, however, a seriously unfair
situation may still result in bandwidth allocation among com-
peting users.
Consider an individual source associated with utility
, where is a weighting parameter.
It is well known that in this case, an -weighted proportional
fairness [2], [3], [6] will be achieved at optimum , in
which
(10)
and
(11)
If we value each link resource as , and
not as only,1 (11) implies that in the weighted pro-
portional fairness, each source is allocated units of network
resources, and that the total amount of network resources is
.
In fact, a large in the utility function means that the source
is more easily satisfied with an increase in bandwidth and ac-
tually only requires a low bandwidth to achieve a high utility
output. However, in the optimal flow control approach, the same
source is always allocated a large amount of the network re-
source. Conversely, a source with a high bandwidth requirement
(a small in the utility function) is treated poorly, and is often
allocated less bandwidth than required. (For a detailed illustra-
tion of bandwidth unfairness in OFC, please see Example 1 in
Section V.)
This problem arises because the optimal flow control ap-
proach aims at maximizing the total utilities in the system. To
achieve this objective, the optimal flow control policy always
favors those sources in low demand (with a rapidly increasing
utility), and is not willing to allocate bandwidth to sources in
high demand, since such an allocation only contributes to a
small increase in the aggregate utilities. This approach is effi-
cient for congestion control and is fair in terms of bandwidth
allocation only when all the sources attain the same (strictly
concave and increasing) utility functions.
It is impractical to assume that all network applications
have the same QoS requirements for bandwidth. Moreover,
in real-time applications, their associated QoS utility may not
satisfy the strict concavity condition. Furthermore, a variation
in utility function by a constant amount may well make a
significant difference in QoS performance in any practical
application. However, in the utility maximization approach,
there will be no change in the final bandwidth allocation. For
example, the utility functions in the class are
treated exactly the same no matter how different is.
For these reasons, our study is looking at QoS utilities in real-
time applications, and we propose a new application-oriented
1This is more reasonable since different links may have different link prices
due to different capacities and demands.
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Fig. 1. Utility functions for different classes of applications. (a) Elastic.
(b) Real-time. (c) Rate-adaptive. (d) Stepwise.
flow control algorithm that directly addresses the different QoS
utility requirements.
III. APPLICATION-ORIENTED FLOW CONTROL PROBLEM
For a practical network application, the user may be con-
cerned with the bandwidth allocation. However, a more impor-
tant factor is the QoS performance which is measured by the ap-
plication’s utility function. The utility function of an application
is a measurement of the application’s QoS performance based
on the provided network services, such as bandwidth, transmis-
sion delay and loss ratio [1]. As set out in the optimal flow con-
trol literature cited above, in this paper, we will assume that the
utility is a function of the transmission bandwidth.
A. Utility Functions Within Network Applications
In [1], Shenker observes that traditional data applications,
such as file transference, electronic mail and web browsing, are
rather tolerant of throughput and time delays. This class of ap-
plications is called elastic traffic, and their utility functions can
be described as a strictly concave function as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Utility (performance) increases with an increase in bandwidth,
but the marginal improvement is decreasing. This class of appli-
cations has been well studied in the recent optimal flow control
literature.
Real-time applications, such as audio and video delivery, are
generally delay sensitive and operate under strict QoS require-
ments. Unlike the elastic data traffic, these applications usually
have an intrinsic bandwidth requirement because the data gen-
eration rate is independent of and isolated from network con-
gestion. Thus, a degradation in bandwidth may result in serious
packet drops and severe degradation in performance. A reason-
able description of this class of utilities is close to a single step
function as shown in Fig. 1(b) (solid line), which is convex but
not concave at low bandwidths. Some hard real-time applica-
tions may require an exact step utility function as in Fig. 1(b)
(dashed line).
There exists another class of real-time applications called
rate-adaptive applications which have an ability to adjust their
transmission rates in response to network congestion. Here the
marginal utility increase in additional bandwidth is small for low
and high bandwidths, and the utility curves may have a general
shape as in Fig. 1(c).
There are some applications which may take a stepwise utility
function as shown in Fig. 1(d). Such applications can be found
in audio and video delivery systems via a layered encoding
and transmission model [16], [26], [27]. For these applications,
bandwidth allocations could be limited to distinct levels. The
application’s utility is increased only when an additional layer
can be delivered owing to an increase in available bandwidth.
B. Utility-Based Resource Allocation Criteria
When considering different QoS requirements among net-
work users, it may be undesirable to allocate bandwidth simply
according to the conventional criteria such as max-min fairness
[25] and proportional fairness [2]. Instead, a network should
have the ability to allocate bandwidth resources to various users,
addressing their real utility requirements. This has been the mo-
tivation for a new concept of utility max-min fairness suggested
by Cao and Zegura [28].
Definition 2: A bandwidth allocation
is utility max-min fair, if it is feasible and for each user , the
utility cannot be increased while still maintaining fea-
sibility, without decreasing the utility for some user
with a lower utility . Max-min fair allocation
is recovered with
Here we propose a new application-oriented fairness crite-
rion: utility proportional fairness.
Definition 3: A bandwidth allocation
is utility proportionally fair, if it is feasible and for any other
feasible allocation ,
(12)
As a special case, when , utility proportional
fairness reduces to the well-known bandwidth proportional
fairness criterion. The difference between utility proportional
fairness and utility max-min fairness is analogous to the
difference between (bandwidth) proportional fairness and
(bandwidth) max-min fairness. In the next section, we will
develop a new flow control algorithm to achieve utility fairness
within a given network and study its properties in detail.
IV. UTILITY FAIR FLOW CONTROL ALGORITHM
Consider the flow control problem formulated in
Section II-A. Each source attains a non-negative and bounded
utility when it is allocated a bandwidth ,
where and are the minimum and maximum
transmission rates required by source , respectively. The
utility function is assumed to be continuous and strictly
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increasing in the interval .2 Without loss of generality,
it can be assumed that when and
when .3
Next, we propose a new distributed algorithm that achieves
utility proportional fairness in resource allocations, which has
a close connection to the well-established optimal flow control
algorithm set out in Section II-B, but also demonstrates signifi-
cant differences.
A. A New Distributed Flow Control Algorithm
The new algorithm uses the same flow control structure as
the optimal flow control approach [5] does, in which a link algo-
rithm is deployed at each link to update the link price depending
on the severity of link congestion, and a source algorithm is im-
plemented at each source edge to adapt the transmission rate
based on the feedback path price.
The link algorithm is the same as that of (9). At time ,
each link updates its link price according to
(13)
where is a small step size, and
is the aggregate source rate at link . Equation (13) says that if
the aggregate source rate at link exceeds the link capacity ,
the link price will be increased; otherwise it will be decreased.
The projection ensures that the link price is
always non-negative.
When each source receives feedback congestion informa-
tion, i.e., the path price, which is the sum of the link prices along
its path, it adopts the following source algorithm to update the
source rate:
(14)
where
(15)
is the path price of source , , and
is the inverse of over the range .
According to the definition of utility function, it is clear that
given in (14) is decreasing over the path price . When
, source is required to transmit at a minimum
rate . When , source transmits at a max-
imum rate . In between, source attains a utility factor of
.
Even though the source algorithms (14) and (8) both manage
the transmission rate as a decreasing function of the path price,
they are significantly different in their mathematical descrip-
tions. We will show shortly that these two source algorithms
may produce quite different resource allocation results.
2In this paper, we do not consider the layered audio/video delivery applica-
tions which have a discontinuous utility function as shown in Fig. 1(d) and the
network flow control problem for such a class of applications will be dealt with
in our future research.
3For matters of scalability, it can be further assumed that 0  U (x )  1
and U (M ) = 1.
B. Optimization and Convergence
The flow control algorithm (13) and (14) can be viewed as a
distributed dual algorithm that solves the following optimization
problem:
(16)
(17)
where
(18)
is a redefined “utility” function for source .
The original utility function is non-negative, contin-
uous and strictly increasing over the range .
Therefore, must be increasing and strictly concave. If
the step size in (13) is selected to be appropriately small, the
sequence generated by the dual algorithm (13) and (14)
will solve the maximization problem (16), (17).
Let
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
where denotes the cardinality of the set . In other words,
is the length of the longest path used by any given source, is
the number of the sources sharing the most congested link,
is the upper bound on all the feasible utility , and is
the lower bound on all over the range .
We now state the main results regarding the convergence of
the algorithm.
Theorem 1: Suppose the step size is selected to be
then the sequence generated by the flow control al-
gorithm (13) and (14) will converge to a limit point , and
is the unique optimal solution for the maximization problem
(16), (17).
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix.
Remark 1: For each source , we can also use the following
Lagrangian first-order algorithm:
(23)
to update source rate instead of using the dual algorithm (14).
According to our earlier results shown in [29], this gentle and
smooth adaptation gives a better performance than that of the
dual algorithm (14), especially when the path price cannot be fed
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back perfectly to its source due to network implementation limi-
tations, i.e., a random exponential marking (REM) [23] strategy
must then be deployed.
C. Utility Proportional Fairness
When the flow control algorithm (13) and (14) converges to
the equilibrium , the objective function (16) is maxi-
mized within the feasible solution. For all feasible allocation
, the optimality condition is
(24)
where the strict inequality follows from the strict concavity of
. According to Definition 3, it is clear that, at optimality,
the resource allocation is utility proportionally fair. More-
over, if source transmits at a nontrivial rate ,
then it achieves a utility factor , which is recip-
rocal to the sum of the link prices along its network path.
D. Utility Max-Min Fairness
The original utility max-min fair flow control algorithm given
by Cao and Zegura [28] is not distributive and each link must
know the utility functions from all other sources that traverse
such a link. Here we give a new distributive algorithm to achieve
the same objective.
For each source , if the path price is redefined as
(25)
which is the maximum of the link prices other than the sum of
the link prices along the path, then flow control algorithms (13)
and (14) will provide a utility max-min fair allocation within
the network. In this schema, the link price can be viewed as the
lowest packet priority that each link is willing to support for
the arrival packets in a priority service network. Meanwhile,
each source must assign to its packets the highest priority re-
quirement (25) along its path to avoid packets being discarded
at congested links. To achieve (utility) max-min fairness, an
explicit information feedback mechanism must be available
within the network to inform the end user of the maximum link
price (highest priority requirement) along the path. However,
for (utility) proportional fairness to occur, the path price (sum
of the link prices) can be implicitly measured by the packet
queuing delay in the current Internet environment.
E. Utility Fairness Versus Utility Maximization
Even though utility proportional fairness and utility max-min
fairness can provide a fair solution for resource allocation in ex-
isting networks, the result may produce a lower aggregate utility
than that seen in the traditional optimal flow control strategies.
Consider the following example in which two flows share a
link with 3 units of bandwidth. Their utility functions are both
if
if
if .
This utility function could be a real-time application that has
a hard bandwidth requirement of 2.1 units. The utility fair al-
location given in this paper assigns 1.5 units of bandwidth to
each flow, and thus the utility of each flow will be 0.075, i.e., no
flow is usable. Alternatively, if we were to maximize the total
utility in the system, then we would have allocated 2.1 units to
one of the flows, so that at least this flow would be able to meet
the required bandwidth and achieve a utility of 1. This example
shows that favoring utility fairness could in practice lead to a
less meaningful allocation as opposed to maximizing the total
system utility.
The final solution to this practical problem is to build high
speed networks which will have sufficient bandwidth to support
various real-time applications. However, as long as the band-
width is insufficient, an admission control policy is essential for
traffic management if the network cannot support all admission
requirements.
V. EXAMPLES AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present the numerical results for two ex-
amples. In the first example, we show the difference in resource
allocations between the utility proportionally fair strategy and
the conventional optimal flow control approach. In the second
example, we apply the algorithms proposed in this paper to a
specific network to demonstrate their dynamic behaviors.
A. Example 1
Consider a single link with a capacity of shared by two
sources. Source 1 attains a utility of and source 2
attains a utility of .
Using a simple calculation, it can be shown that:
1) in the utility proportionally fair approach
(26)
(27)
2) in the utility maximization-based optimal flow control ap-
proach
if
if (28)
if
if (29)
Fig. 2(a) shows the bandwidth allocation for these two strate-
gies when link capacity varies from 0 to 10. Their associated
utilities are given in Fig. 2(b). In the utility proportionally fair
(UPF) approach, both sources attain the same utility. In the op-
timal flow control (OFC) approach, the total utilities are maxi-
mized. However, in this situation source 1 is poorly treated, and
source 2 is favored in the extreme, even though it may only need
a smaller bandwidth to achieve the same performance level. In
particular, when link bandwidth is scarce, i.e., , in
the OFC approach, source 1 is totally prohibited from transmis-
sion as all of the bandwidth is allocated to source 2. It is clear
that the utility maximization derived OFC approach can lead to
a seriously unfair environment in network resource allocations.
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Fig. 2. Comparison results of Example 1: utility proportionally fair (UPF)
versus optimal flow control (OFC). (a) Difference of bandwidth allocation
between UPF and OFC. (b) Difference of source utility between UPF and OFC.
Fig. 3. Network topology of Example 2.
B. Example 2
Consider the following simple network, as shown in Fig. 3,
which consists of two links L1 and L2 with a capacity of 10 Mb/s
and shared by three sources S1, S2, and S3. S1 traverses link L1
and L2, and S2 and S3 traverse L1 and L2, respectively.
Their utilities are shown in Fig. 4(a), in which
, , and
. The three sources have their maximum rate require-
ment set at 10, 8, and 10 Mb/s, respectively.
In the simulation, each link and source update their algorithm
(13) and (14) iteratively every 50 ms, at a step size .
The simulation consists of two stages.
Fig. 4. Simulation results of Example 2. (a) Source utility functions for S1, S2,
and S3. (b) Convergence of source rates. (c) Associated source utilities. (d) Cor-
responding link prices.
• Stage 1: , utility proportional fairness is used
and the path price (15) is defined as the sum of the link
prices.
• Stage 2: , utility max-min fairness is de-
ployed and the path price (25) is defined as the maximum
of the link prices.
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The simulation results are given in Fig. 4(b)–(d).
• Stage 1: In utility proportional fairness, source rates ,
, and converge in equilibrium (4.7024, 5.2976,
5.2976), utilities , , and converge at (0.3555,
0.6622, 0.7674), and link prices and converge
at (1.5101, 1.3031). It can be verified that at convergence,
for all sources, . S1 achieves a lower utility since
it traverses two congested links.
• Stage 2: In utility max-min fairness, source rates converge
at (5.2022, 4.7978, 4.7978), S1 and S2 achieve the same
utility rate of 0.5997 due to a bottle neck link price 1.6674
at L1. S3 achieves a higher utility rate of 0.7329 and the
link price of L2 is 1.3644.
This confirms that our flow control algorithms are efficient
and able to provide either utility-based proportional fairness or
utility-based max-min fairness in resource allocations among
competing applications. Moreover, the utility function, i.e.,
and , does not need to satisfy the critical strict
concavity condition which is required in the standard optimal
flow control approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have examined the limitations of the widely
studied optimal flow control strategy for computer networks,
and we have shown that the utility maximization approach
could lead to a seriously unfair situation in resource allocations.
Therefore, we propose a new resource allocation criterion
named “utility proportional fairness,” along with a new dis-
tributed flow control algorithm that we have developed to
achieve utility fairness in a given network. This new algorithm
shares the same link pricing policy with the standard optimal
flow control strategy, but adopts a different rate adjustment in
the source algorithm. When each source receives information
of the path price which constitutes the sum of the link prices in
its path, it sends traffic at a rate for which the attained utility is
equal to the reciprocal of the path price. We have shown that
at convergence, the bandwidth is properly allocated, and the
utility achieved by each source comes into proportional fair-
ness. Furthermore, if the path price is defined as the maximum,
other than the sum of the link prices along the path, utility
max-min fairness is guaranteed within the same flow control
framework.
The algorithm presented in this paper requires only that
the source utility functions be positive, strictly increasing and
bounded over the available bandwidth. It does not require the
strict concavity condition on the utilities that is strongly desired
by the standard optimal flow control approach. Therefore, our
algorithm is more suitable in providing efficient flow control
and fair resource allocation for real-time service networks.
While this paper only addresses the fair flow control problem
for single-path networks, the results we have obtained can be
easily extended to multiple-path and multirate multicast net-
works. Since the algorithm uses the same link algorithm found
in the standard optimal flow control approach, the techniques
developed for optimal flow control, such as RED [22], REM
[23], and path pricing via transmission delay [15], can be used
here to enhance the performance of our proposed algorithm.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this Appendix, we will consistently use vector notations.
For a vector , denotes the Euclidean
norm, , , and without
a subscript denotes any norm. For a matrix , denotes the
correspondingly induced norm.
It will sometimes be convenient to represent the information
of and (see our definition in Section II-A) in terms of a
routing matrix in which if link is traversed
by source , and 0 otherwise. The link capacity constraints (3)
and (17) can be written as , where .
According to the Lagrangian formulation (6), the dual func-
tion of the optimization problem (16), (17) is defined as follows:
(30)
(31)
where
(32)
and
(33)
is given by the source algorithm (14) that solves the maximiza-
tion problem in (30).
The link algorithm (13) can be further viewed as a gradient
projection algorithm that solves a dual problem
(34)
The following proof is closely related to the proof of Theorem
1 in [5].
For the property of the dual function , we have the fol-
lowing lemma directly from the definition of .
Lemma 1: The dual function is convex, lower bounded
and continuously differentiable.
For any given price vector , we define by
if
otherwise
where is given in (33). We will use both as a function
of the (scalar) path price and of the vector price .
Let be the diagonal matrix defined by
(35)
Recall the routing matrix defined in the beginning of the
Appendix.
Lemma 2: The Hessian of is given by
, where it exists.
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Proof: Let denote the Jacobian matrix
whose element is . According to (33)
if
otherwise.
Using (35), we have
(36)
Thus, from (31), we have and, hence
(37)
Recall , , and defined in (19)–(22), and we have:
Lemma 3: is Lipschitz with
(38)
for any vector , .
Proof: Using Lemma 2, we will show that
. The lemma then follows from [30,
Theorem 9.19].4
With the definition in (35)
(39)
(40)
Since (see [31, p. 635])
and is symmetric, , hence
Together with (40), we have (38). which is desirable.
Since in (33) is continuous, the dual function
is lower bounded from Lemma 1 and is
Lipschitz from Lemma 3. Let , any
sequence generated by the gradient projection algorithm
(13) converges to a limit point , which is the optimal solution
for the dual problem . Meanwhile, is the unique
solution for the primal problem (16), (17) (see [31, p. 214]).
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
4This was pointed out by Edward Fan at UCLA in March 2002 and corrects
an error in the original proof in [5].
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